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INTRODUCTION 
The coincidence degree method developed by Mawhin [7, 81 (cf. also 
[4,9]) has had numerous applications to boundary value problems of the 
form Lx = N(x) where L is linear and noninvertible. This method combines 
in an ingenious way the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder 
degree with the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction. 
If the equation Lx = N(x) has the variational form 6@(x) = 0, then there 
exist two other methods for the study of this equation, namely, the 
Liusternik-Schnirelman theory and the Morse index. These two methods 
often yield results in cases where the degree method does not work. On the 
other hand, these methods do not have a continuation principle, in par- 
ticular, the Morse index may change abruptly under a perturbation of the 
equation. It seems, therefore, that these methods are not applicable to cases 
where continuation of the index is used in a very essential way, for 
instance, in proving existence of periodic solutions with mean value lying in 
a prescribed set. 
In a pioneering work Conley [2] introduced a concept, called the 
homotopy or Conley index, which, on the one hand, is a direct 
generalization of the classical Morse index on compact spaces and, on the 
other hand, has a continuation invariance property. The homotopy index is 
defined by means of the gradient flow generated by the function @. In fact, 
this index is defined in [2] for any two-sided flow on a compact space. 
Since the two-sidedness of the flow and the compactness of the underly- 
ing space are an essential assumption in Conley’s theory, this theory can be 
applied, essentially, only to ordinary differential equatons in finite dimen- 
sions. Applications to other kinds of equations require tedious reduction 
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procedures [ 11, which, in addition, make strong regularity hypotheses and 
growth restrictions on the nonlinearity. Moreover, all information about 
the dynamics of the differential equation is lost in this way. 
In [ 12, 141 (cf. also [ 131) the present author extended Conley’s theory 
to one-sided semiflows on noncompact spaces whose solution operators 
are, roughly speaking, conditional k-set contractions. This extension is for- 
mally analogous to Leray and Schauder’s [6] and Nussbaum’s [lo] exten- 
sions of the Brouwer mapping degree. 
In particular, using this extended homotopy index, retarded functional 
differential equations and parabolic partial differential equations can be 
treated quite naturally, yielding results about equilibria of such equations 
and heteroclinic orbits joining these equilibria [ 15-201. 
In this paper we propose to use the extended homotopy index to study 
variational equations of the form Lx = N(x) with L linear and noninver- 
tible. We formulate an abstract principle, which is analogous to Mawhin’s 
continuation principle for the coincidence degree, but which uses the 
homotopy index instead of the degree. 
Using this abstract principle, we will the prove two existence results for 
T-periodic solutions of second-order gradient systems with mean values 
lying in a prescribed set Bc 178". 
For gradient systems we show that the homotopy index approach may 
have two advantages over the degree approach: in many cases it is very 
easy to show that the homotopy index is nonzero (Proposition 1) whereas 
the degree may be difficult to compute. Second, there are cases in which the 
degree is zero (and thus the degree method does not yield any information) 
but the homotopy index is nonzero. Two specific examples illustrate this 
situation. 
At the Princeton University Bicentennial Conference on Problems of 
Mathematics in 1946, Schiffman expressed the hope that the calculus of 
variations and the Schauder-Leray method “could be brought closer 
together ‘so that they may alter and improve each other, and also so that 
each may fill out the gaps in the scope of the other”’ [21]. This author 
feels that Conley’s homotopy index theory is a decisive step in this direc- 
tion. 
1. AN ABSTRACT EXISTENCE RESULT 
We consider the equation 
ti = --Au +f(u). (1) 
We make the following basic hypothesis: 
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(HYP 1) X is a (real) Banach space, A: D(A) + X is a sectorial operator 
on X generating the family X?, /I > 0, of fractional power spaces, 0 < a < 1, 
and f: X” + X is a locally Lipschitzian mapping. 
Equation (1) on Xa is called weakly gradient-like if whenever t + u(t) is a 
solution of (1) defined on R and such that u(W) is relatively compact in X” 
then Cl u( IR) contains an equilibrium u,, of (1) i.e., a solution of 
-Au, + f(uO) = 0. (2) 
(HYP 2) Equation (1) is weakly gradient-like. 
(HYP 3) A has compact resolvent. Moreover, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
a(A)={O}ua’, reo’>& We write X,:= kerA, and let P:X+X be a 
projector onto X, associated with this spectral decomposition. 
(HYP 4) There is a set Zc X”, open in X”, bounded in X and f [Z’] is 
bounded in X. We write N for the closure of Z in X’. 
(HYP 5) For every 1~ (0, l), ifu: R + X” is a bounded solution of 
ti = -Au + J.(Z- P) f(u) + Pf(u) (SJ 
such that u[R] c N, then u[R] c Z. 
(HYP 6) Let r,=(uEZT Pu=u}=ZnX,. Let 72 be the localflow on 
X, generated by the ODE 
fit = Pf(u,) (D) 
and Z? be the largest invariant set in Cl,,Z,. Then kc ZI and the homotopy 
(Conley) index h(fi, b) is nonzero. 
THEOREM 1. Zf (Hyp 1 )-(Hyp 6) are satisfied, then there exists a 
solution u0 E N of Eq. (2). 
Proof For ,I E [0, 11 define the mappings fA: X’ + X as 
(l-21)(Z-P)f(u)+Pf(u) if O<n<t 
f’(“)={Pf(Pu+(2-21)(Z-P)u if +<n<l. 
Since for u E X”, Pu E X”, (I- P) u E x” and since the two definitions agree 
for I = 4, fA is well-defined. Moreover, it is an easy exercise to show that fA 
is locally Lipschitzian for all A (hence, in particular, it makes sense to speak 
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of solutions of (S,) in (Hyp 5) above). Finally, if A., + 1 in [0, 1 ] then 
fn.(u) +fA(u) locally uniformly in X”. 
Consider the equations 
ti = -Au +fJu) for 1~ [0, 11. (T,) 
Let nL be the corresponding local semiflow on X” generated by the 
solutions of (TA). By what we have just seen, whenever 1, + II, then 
=,“-+-,A, i.e., in the terminology of [15], ({ zl,}, rci) satisfies the con- 
tinuity property. 
Moreover, (Hyp 4) implies that for every sequence {A,} in [0, 11, N is 
{ n,“})-admissible (see [ 151, w h ere the terminology “{n,“} is N-admissible” 
is used). Furthermore, rcl does not explode in N for any i E [0, 11. In par- 
ticular (taking the constant sequence nAn - rcJ, we see that N is strongly 
x,-admissible for every A. E [0, 11. 
Let KA be the largest invariant set in N relative to ntz. Since N is strongly 
n,-admissible it follows (cf. e.g., [ 12, Lemma 1.11) that Ki is compact in 
x”, and therefore Kn is closed. If we can show that Kj. c Int, N for every 
A E (0, l] (i.e., N is an isolating neighborhood of K,, relative to ni) then 
the mapping @(A) = ( rcA, KJ is a well-defined Y-continuous mapping of 
A = (0, l] into Y (in the sense of Definition 2.2 in [15]). 
So let us show that KA c Int N for A E A. For 0 < A < 4 this follows from 
(Hyp 5) since Tc Int N. Let 4 < /1 d 1 be arbitrary and u0 E K,. Then there 
exists a solution U: R + A’* of (T,) with u[R] c N and u(0) = u,,. Let 
u,(t) := Z%(t), I := (Z-P) u(t). Then 
4(r) = W(u,(t) + (2 - 21) %(f)) 
l&(t) = -A*+(t). 
Here A, is the restriction of A to X, = (I- P) X. Since A, is a sectorial 
operator on X, (see [S, Theorem 1.5.31) with o(A2) = 0’ from the fact that 
re 0’ > 6, and using simple estimates we get that u,(t) = 0. It follows that 
u,(t) = Pf(u,(t)) for all t E R, so ul: IR + X, is a solution of the ODE (D) in 
(Hyp6) with u,[R]cB, where B:= Cl,,Z,. By (Hyp6), uIIR]cZ,. 
Thus u(t) = ul( t) E Tc Int N for t E R. In particular, u(O) = u0 E Int N. This 
proves our claim. Hence, indeed, the map @: A -+ Y, @(A) = (n,, Kj.) is 
well-defined and Y-continuous. Let h(7tl, KL) be the homotopy index of 
(nA, KJ. Then h(nL, K,) -const from the continuation invariance of the 
homotopy index. 
Our argument above proves that for Aa 1, KA = k where R is as in 
(HYP 6). 
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For ,4 = 1 the system ( TA) is uncoupled: 
(T,) is: k = Pf(u,) 
&= -A,u,. 
Thus we can view n, as the product of A with the semiflow rc’ on X; 
generated by ti2 = -Au,. As a consequence, we have h(nl, K,) = h(S x TT’, 
I?x (0)) = h(z?, K) A h(z), (0)). H owever, since c(A2) > 6 > 0 it follows 
from Lemma 2.0 in [15] that h(z’, {O})=C’. Consequently, 
h(fi, R) A Co = h(7Z, R) implies that h(rcl, K,) = h(fi, K) # 0 (by (Hyp 6)). 
Hence for every IZE (0, 11, h(n,, Ki) #0 and therefore K2 # 0. By 
admissibility, taking a sequence I, + 0, we see that K, # 0 (although K. 
may have points on 8N). Choose u. E K,. Since (To) is just Eq (1 ), there is 
a solution u: R+X* of Eq. (1) with u(O)=u and u[rW]cK,cN. Since (1) 
is weakly gradient-like and K. is compact, Cl u(W) contains an equilibrium 
u. of (1 ), i.e., there exists a u. E N with - Au0 + f(uo) = 0 as claimed. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark. In (Hyp 3) we may, more generally, assume that 
o(A)=(O)ua’ua”wherereo’~6~Oandrea”~-6~O.Inthiscaseo” 
necessarily consists of a finite number of eigenvalues with total algebraic 
multiplicity equal to some p > 0. In (Hyp 6) we then have to assume that 
Cp A h(72, R) is nonzero, where Zp is the homotopy type of a pointed 
p-sphere. Under these modified assumptions, Theorem 1 remains valid with 
essentially the same proof. 
The set B in Hypothesis 6 of Theorem 1 may happen to be an isolating 
block for the ODE (D), i.e., points XE~B are either strict egress, strict 
ingress, or bounce-off points for the local semiflow fi generated by (D). Let 
B- be the set of all strict egress and bounce-off points of aB. 
If B- is closed, then h(fi, R) is the homotopy type of the pointed space 
(B/B-, [B-l). The following proposition gives a simple criterion to deter- 
mine if h(B/B-, [B-l) # 0. It is given in the general context of local 
semiflows on a metric space. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let n be a local semtflow on a metric space and let B be 
an isolating block for 7~. Assume that B is strongly n-admissible and let B- 
be the set qf all strict egress and bounce-off points of aB. 
If the number rl of path-connected components of B is finite and less than 
the (possibly infinite) cardinality rz of path-connected components of B-, 
then the homotopy type of (B/B-, [B- 1) is nonzero. 
Proof Let H,, q > 0, be the unreduced singular homology groups. 
Lemmas 11 and 12 in [20] imply that H,(B/B-, ([B-]))r H&B, B-) for 
all q. 
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Now we have the long exact sequence 
-H&B-)+H,(B)+H,(B, B-)-f-t H,-,(B-)A H,_,(B)+. 
Let q = 1, and assume that H,(B, B- ) = 0. Then exactness implies that 
g: H,,(B- ) + H,(B) is injective. However, H,(B- ) E Zrz, H,(B) z Z?. Since 
r, is finite and less than r2, this is a contradiction, implying that 
H,(B, B-)#O. Thus H,(B/B-, ([B~]})#O. This obviously implies that 
the homotopy type of (B/B-, [B-l) is nonzero, as claimed. 
2. AN APPLICATION 
We consider a locally Lipschitzian function f: R x P” + I&!” which is the 
gradient of some function F R x R” -+ R: f (x, u) = M(x, u)/&L 
We assume F to be continuous in (x, U) and C’ in U. Moreover, let F be 
T-periodic in x. We are looking for T-periodic solutions u(x), x E R, of the 
equation 
u,, + f (x, 4x)) = 0, (3) 
LetD(A)={uEH2(0,T,IWm)Iu(O)=u(T),u,(O)=u,(T)}.LetA:D(A)~ 
X : = L2(0, T, W), Au : = -u,,. Then A is a selfadjoint operator bounded 
from below, consequently A is sectorial. 
a(A)= i w2=+o . 1 
Let X= L2(0, T, Rm), P,: X+ X, P,: X+ X be projectors defined as 
P,u=(l/T) ~~u(x)dx, P,=Z--P,. Then X=X,@X2, X,=P,X, 
X2 = P,X and the sum is orthogonal. Moreover, if Ai is the restriction of A 
to Xi, i= 1, 2, then A, =0 and D(A,) =D(A)nX, and A, is sectorial on 
X, with lle-A2’1[X2 < e-at Vt > 0 where 6 > 0 is any number with 6 < 2x/T. 
Moreover, for every tl> 0 there is a constant C, such that IIA;e-A2’/l X2 6 
C,t-ae-Gr (cf. [S, Theorem 1.4.33). 
We have the following 
LEMMA 1. Let g: R + X2 be any bounded locally Hiilder continuous map- 
ping. Let M be the bound on g, and u: R +X2 be a bounded solution (defined 
on R!) of the equation 
ti= -A2u+g(t). 
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Then u is bounded in Xi/* and in fact 
s 00 Ilu(t l/2 G Cl,2 hf s-1/2e--bs ds < 00. 0 
Proof: Let a = 4, to E R be arbitrary, and L be a bound on u. Then for 
all n > 0 we have 
A;u(t,) = A;e- A’“U(to-n)+J”o A;e-A2(roPs)g(s) ds. 
10 - n 
Thus 
Ilu(to)ll.~L.C,n-ae-6”+C,M s 
(r-n (tO-s)PrePacrO-“)ds 
= LC,nPaemdn + C,M i 
n s-ae-6s ds 
0 
s 
co 
< LC,n-“eK6” + C,M s-aec6s ds. 
0 
Taking n + co we get 
i 
m 
Jlu(t,)ll.<C,M sPae-Gsds< 00. 
0 
The lemma is proved. 
Write /I = CC,,, jr s -1/2e--6S ds, where C’ is a constant such that 
IIUII@~~o,q,~m~~ c’ lIda for Ue-G. 
Here we use the fact that X; imbeds in C’([O, T], KY”). 
We now obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let F and f be as above. Let A4 be a bound on f, i.e., 
Ilf(x, u)ll < Mfor (4 u) E R x R”. 
Suppose that there is an open bounded set G c W” and a class 2 of 
Cl-functions V: KY” + [w such that G c {v E W” 1 V(v) < 0} for every VE 2 
and for every u E aG there is a V = VU E 2 such that V(u) = 0 and whenever 
h~IW~andllhll~T”*MBthen (gradV(u),f(x,u+h))#OforeveryxER. 
Then B = Cl G is an isolating neighborhood of an invariant set R c B relative 
to the local flow 5 generated by the equation 
li = g(u) 
where g(u) : = (l/T) JS f (x, u) dx. 
(4) 
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If the homotopy index h(E, I?) # 0, then there exists a T-periodic solution 
x -+ U(X) of (1) with U E Int B and I[z~(x)[~ 6 T’!‘M/3 for all x E R where 
1 = UC- 
I To 4x1 dx, 
k=U-ii. 
Proof. It is well-known that the function f defines a Nemitski operator 
p: X112 + X by ~(U)(X) =f(x, u(x)). f is locally Lipschitzian. We will often 
drop the hat “ ” and write f for $ 
Then Eq. (3) is just Eq. (2). 
We will therefore only have to verify Hypotheses (l)-(6) of Theorem 1. 
From our remarks it follows that (Hyp 1) is satisfied. Moreover, A has 
compact resolvent and Au = 0 if and only if u(x) = const, so that 
X, = ker A, consists of constant functions. We choose 
u(x) dx and I-P=P, 
to be the projectors. This proves (Hyp 3). 
(Hyp 2) is standard and we only prove it for completeness. 
Let k > 0. Then defining A” : = A + kl we see that re o(A) > 0. Thus A”‘/* 
is defined (see [S, Sect. 1.43) and is self-adjoint. Moreover, A”‘12 is defined 
and continuous on X1/‘. Define V: X1j2 -+ [w as 
s 
T 
- F(x, u(x)) dx. 
0 
Here ( ) is the scalar product in X 
Since X1’2 imbeds into c?‘( [0, T], IV), V is easily seen to be continuous. 
Now let t + u(t) be a solution to Eq. (1) for t E I& Then (d/dt) V(u(t)) exists 
and since u(t)ED(A), 
1 V(u(t)) = (‘2 ‘12zi, i?1’2u) - k(ti, u) 
- s ,' <fh u(t)(x)), 4t)(x)> dx 
=(zi,z&~ku)-(y(u)& 
= (Au-& ti) = -(Au-& Au-&). (5) 
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This shows that t + V( u( t)) is nondecreasing. If u(t) E C for all l where C is 
compact in x”, then the a- and w-limit sets of u are nonempty, and V is 
constant on each of these sets. Equation (5) implies that Au -f(u) = 0 on 
these c1- and o-limit sets. This proves (Hyp 2). 
Now let G’ = Int Cl G = Int B. Furthermore, let 
UEX’/~ 1 PIu~G’, ~~P,u~~~,~<~MT”~C~,~ “s-1’2e~asds . 
0 
Then r is open and bounded in X”. Moreover, f[r] is bounded. This 
proves (Hyp 4). 
NowletN=Clrandletu:IW+X ‘I2 be a bounded solution of (S,) with 
u[W]cN Write ui=Piu, i=l,2, for uEX. Since jlA(Z-P)f(u)+ 
Pf(u)ll X < MTli2, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
Iluz(t)ll 1,2 < MT’12C,,, I w s-‘i2e-6” ds 0 
Il~2(t)ll@(~o,~~,w) 1 < MT’12/3. 
(6) 
(7) 
If u(to)$r for some to, then by (6), u,(t,)#G’. It follows that u,(t,)EaG. 
Then there is a FEZ with ~(u,(t,))=O and (grad p(ul(to)), 
f(x, u,(t,)+h))#O for all x~[w and h~R”with llhll 6MT”‘fl. 
In particular, by (7), (grad v(ul(to)),f(x, q(t,) + u,(t,)(x))) #O for all 
x E R. Integrating we obtain (grad r( u1 ( to)), P, f( u( to)) ) # 0. 
Since tii = P,f(u), it follows that (d/dt) @u,(t)) Irzto #O, implying that 
for some small E>O, t(u,(t))>O for all tE(O,c) or all tE(-c,O). For all 
such t, u(t)$Cl r= N, a contradiction. 
This proves (Hyp 5). Note that this argument is also valid for 1= 0, 
hence any solution of Eq. (1) lying in N for t E R lies in r. 
Now r,=rnX,=G’ and C1,,rl=CIG’=CIG=B. Thus ti=i2’ and 
R= E. The same argument shows that kc Z-i, proving that B is an 
isolating neighborhood of K relative to it, and that (Hyp 6) is satisfied. 
Now Theorem 1 and the remark just made yield a solution USE r1 of 
Eq. (2). Classical regularity implies that u. E C’( [0, T], lFP) and 
uo( T) = uo(0), ub( T) = z&(O). Hence extending u. periodically for all x E R 
and using the estimate (7) we get the desired result. The proof is complete. 
Remark. An analogous result can also be proved for the system 
U xx -h+f(x, u)=O, u T-periodic (8) 
where lea(A). In fact, let Au= -u,,+ Au with D(A) as before. Then 
a(A)={O}uo’urr” where rea’>6>0 and rea”< -6~0 for some 6. 
Now use the remark following the proof of Theorem 1. 
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As a corollary to Theorem 2, we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let f and F satisfy the assumptions listed at the beginning 
of this section. Suppose that G c W” is an open bounded set in R” and there 
exists a y > 0 and a class 2 of Cl-functions V: R” + R with V(u) < 0 for all 
u E G and V E 2 and such that whenever u E aG, then there is a V = V, E 2 
such that V(u)=0 and (grad V(u), f(x,u+h))#O for all x~lw and 
llhll G Y- 
Let B = Cl G and K be the largest invariant set in B with respect to the 
local flow n generated by the solutions of the ODE 
C(t) = s(u(t)) (9) 
g(u) = f jOTf(x, u) dx. (10) 
Then Kc Int B. If the homotopy index h(n, K) # 0, then there exists an 
E,, > 0 such that whenever 0< E <Ed, then the equation 
u,, + &f(X, u(x)) = 0 (11) 
has a T-periodic solution u with 
1 T 
;=- 
s To 
u(x) dx E Int B, lb(x) - Ull < Efi, XE R, 
where i@ is some constant independent of u and E. 
Proof: First assume that f is bounded. Let /If (x, u)/[ 6 hf. Choose .zO 
such that E~MT~‘*~~ = y. Let 0 <E < .q,, and f(x, U) = .tf(x, u), 
F(x, u) = EF(x, u), A=EM. 
Then for every u E aG there is a VE 2 with V(u) = 0 and 
(grad V(u),fk u+h)) #O for /( h(l < &?T’/‘jI d y. 
Let E be the local flow generated by 
(12) 
li = g(u) (131 
where 
f(u) : = f foTf(x, u) dx. 
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Then (12) implies that B is an isolating neighborhood of the largest 
invariant set K in B relative to ii. Moreover, t -+ u(t) is a solution of (9) if 
and only if t + u(ct) is a solution of (13). In particular, a set B is an 
isolating block for K if and only if it is so for ii with the same sets of 
ingress, resp. egress, resp. bounce-off points. It follows that R= K and 
h(iZ, R) = h(z, K) # 0. Now Theorem 2 gives the desired result if f is boun- 
ded. 
If f is not bounded, take some big ball B, = B,,(O) of radius r, with 
B = Cl G c Int B1. Now let cp: R” + R be a P-function such that 
P(U) = 1 if Ilull < 2r, 
cp(O) = 0 if II24 > 3r,. 
Let &5(x, U) = q(u) * F(x, U) and 7(x, U) = (@,,‘lau)(x, u). Apply the theorem 
to 7 Then there are M > 0, a,, > 0 such that whenever 0 < E < Ed then 
has a T-periodic solution u with U E Int B and /[u(x) - 1711 < & for all x E E-8. 
Let s1 < &o be such that sl M < +rl. Then, if 0 < E < cl, then for all x E II4 
IMx)ll < Ml + Ildx) - Ull d r1+ fr, < 2r,. 
Thus 7(x, u(x)) =f(x, u(x)), x E R, so u satisfies the original equation. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark. There is an analogous result for T-periodic solutions of the 
system 
u,, + Au + Ef(X, u(x)) = 0 
where 
(cf. the remark following the proof of Theorem 2). 
If d(g, G, 0) # 0 in Theorem 3, then the result is, of course, well-known 
and can be obtained by the coincidence degree method (see [7,3]). In this 
case, f is not required to be a gradient. 
On the other hand, there are situations with f gradient in which the 
homotopy index is nonzero and Theorem 3 can be applied, but 
d(g, G, 0) = 0 and the coincidence method does not work. 
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To give an example of such a situation let us prove the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Define H: Iw3 + [w by 
H(u)=~u:-tu,u~-fu,u:-du, 
and 
g(u) = grad H(u). 
Define the functions Vi: Iw3 -+ Iw, i= l,..., 4, as 
Js V,(u)= 3 u1-- v-z(u)= -(U,/J5+1)2+U:+U: 
Jj 
V,(u)= -IQ-3 Vd(U)’ -(-z4u,/~+1)2+U:+u:. 
Let G= {uE[W~ 1 V,(u)<0 f or i= l,..., 4). Then B= Cl G is an isolating 
block for the equation 
Ii = g(u) (14) 
with 
B- = {uE~G 1 V,(u)=0 or V,(u)=O}. 
If K is the largest invariant set in B relative to the local semijlow x generated 
by (14) then h(a, K)= homotopy type of (B/B-, [B-l) #U. On the other 
hand d(g, G,O)=O. 
Remarks. (1) It is easily seen that B has the form \=o “* v,.o \ 
“3 ‘: ‘1 
e v3=o ,’ I 
“1 : : y-0 I’ 
The arrows describe the direction of the flow. 
(2) This example is a modification of an example given by this 
author in [ 113, where the equation considered is not gradient. 
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Proof: 
g,(u)=+;-’ $l; - &l: 
g2(u) = -u1 u2 
g3(u) = -u1 UP* 
It follows that g(u) = 0 if and only if u1 = kf, u2 = uj = 0. Furthermore, 
det Dg(u) = 2~: if g(u) = 0. Moreover, ( f f, 0, O)T~ G. Hence d( g, G, 0) is 
defined and equal to zero, as claimed. 
We will now show that if u E 8G and I’,(U) = 0, then 
(grad vi(u), g(u) > > 0 if i=lor2 
and 
(grad KG4 g(u)> < 0 if i=3or4. 
So let u E aG: 
Case 1. Vi(u) = 0. Then U, = $/3. Moreover, V,(u) < 0 implies 
U;+U:<(-U,/fi+1)2=$ 
(grad V,(u),g(u))=g,(u)=$-+f(u~+u~)>$>O. 
Case 2. VJu)=O. Then ui+- U: = (u,/fi+ 1)2. Since 
U: + U: < ( - ul/fi + 1)2, it follows that u1 < 0. Therefore - 
(as v2(u) G O), 
(grad v2(u), g(u)> = 
where 
2 
h(y)= -4+2y+-. 
xb 0 
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h’(Y) < 0 fi for y> -4 
WY) > 0 fi for y< -4. 
Therefore h(u,) > max(h(&3), h(O)) > 0. Since u,/$ + 12 3 > 0, we get 
(grad v2(u), g(u) > > 0. 
The remaining claims are proved in a similar fashion. Thus, indeed, B is 
an isolating block for (14) and since B- = {u E aG ) V,(u) = 0 > ir 
{U E aG 1 V?(U) = 0} has two path-connected components whereas B is 
path-connected, it follows from Proposition 1 that the homotopy type of 
(B/B-, [B-l) is nonzero, as claimed. This concludes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Remarks. If e: R + R3 is any continuous T-periodic function with 
s T e(x)dx=O, 0 
then define F(x, U) = H(u) + (e(x), u) where H is as in the above example. 
Then F and f(x, U) : = (aF/au)(x, U) satisfy all hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
The degree continuation method cannot be used for our choice of G. 
However, a different choice of G can make the degree method work again. 
For instance, if G contains just one of the equilibria then d(g, G, 0) # 0. 
However, by a modification of the previous example we can arrange that 
no choice of G with d( g, G, 0) # 0 is possible. 
To wit, let 6 > 0 be small. Let /I: R -+ IR be a Cm-function such that 
B(s)=B(-s), SEK 
O<fl(s)< 1 and /I’(s)>0 if f<s<f+& Define 
~(u)=a(ul)-fUIU~-fUIU: 
where 
cx(u,)=~;’ /l(s) (s2-;) ds 
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Then for d = grad R we have 
gl(u) = p(ul)(u: - $) - +4: - $4: 
dib) = g,(u), i = 2, 3, 
where g is as in the previous example. If the Vls are defined as above, and 
6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then it is easy to prove that for u E aG 
(grad vi(U), i!(u)> > 0 if V,(u)=0 and i= 1,2 
<grad I/i(U), B(U) > < 0 if V,(u) = 0 and i = 3,4. 
Hence ti = d(u) has the same behavior on the boundary of G as ti = g(u). In 
particular, B is again an isolating block with the same set B-, so the 
homotopy index is nonzero again. 
However, let us show that for any bounded set UC R3 with g(u) # 0 for 
uoaU we have d(& U, O)=O. In fact, g(u)=0 if and only if lull < f, 
u,=o=u,. Hence the zero set of g is a line segment J. Hence either 
U n J= @ in which case d(& U, 0) = 0 or else Jc U. In the latter case, 
consider a perturbation 2, of 2, g = gE(u) - (E, 0, O)‘, where E > 0 is a small 
number. Since g(u) # 0 on dU, we have for all E small, gE(u) # 0 on aU and 
d(g,, U, 0) = d(& U, 0). However, gE(u) = 0 if and only if 
ph,(u: - $,= 8, u*=o=u3. 
Our assumption imply that for each small E there are exactly two such 
solutions 
u1= +Y(&), f < Iy(.E)I < f + 6. 
Computing the Jacobian at the equilibria we get 
det DgE(u) = u#I(ur). 2~4, +/3’(u,). u:). 
If ui = +7(s) then fi(ui) > 0, p’(u,) > 0, so det DgE(u) > 0. For ui = --Y(E), 
this determinant is negative. Now, for E + 0, Y(E) + 4, so the two equilibria 
are both in U for E small. This implies d(g,, U, 0) = 0 for E small, and our 
claim follows. 
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